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SERVICES
Corporate Resource Service Contracts
8a Incubator, Global Install Contract (GIC), Fixed Submarine Broadcast System, Command Wide Warehouse Support, ATC, DARPA, MBAS, Corporate OPS, SATCOM ISEA, Navigation Systems, AATS, CME and SOC/SATCOM

External Contract Vehicles – SEAPORT/ITES (S)

SSC Atlantic Corporate Resources and Niche Contracts

Cyber Mission Engineering*, MBAS and Corporate Ops

SUPPLIES

Corporate Resource Supply Contracts
Supply MACS (C2, Radtel) IVCS, IC, CMS, Corporate Production and TTL

ITES (H)/SEWP/GSA

SSC Atlantic Corporate Resources and Niche Requirements

Cyber Mission Systems, Corporate Production, and TTL

End Item Deliverables
Rapid innovation, prototyping and fielding

Information Warfare Research Project (IWRP)